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The computer devices and systems used for automating oil and gas production are 

unique because oil reservoirs are often found in remote or hard-to-reach locations. 

Long-distance communication for monitoring equipment usually travels over private 

cellular networks – but the internet is disrupting this status quo. Devices are now 

becoming more interdependent as a result of being networked together.

There are two major motives behind disrupting or otherwise compromising oil 

and gas facilities. The first perspective is from that of a state or military organization 

– when military activity in Ukraine is focused on oil and gas work sites, tactics can 

either be based in physical operations or conducted over the internet via cyber 

espionage. State-sponsored cyber espionage goals will usually be geared towards 

causing as much disruption as possible. Cyber criminals have a different goal set 

– they instead seek to maximize pressure on stakeholders with the intention of 

extorting the largest ransom possible. In pursuit of that, they work tirelessly to 

develop new, more dramatic and effective forms of cyber attack. Because the 

stability of critical infrastructure is essential to daily life, malicious actors of differing 

goals will always be interested in it, either as a high-priority control point or a 

potential source of a fast payout on a fat ransom.

Machines use the internet to download software maintenance updates. Inspection 

drones may be remote-controlled or autonomous with onboard WiFi, each of which 

comes with its own potential safety and security complications.

Oil and Gas Automation Under Attack

Oil and Gas
Upstream
Oil fields can be anywhere
•  underwater
•  near the Arctic
•  downtown
•  your backyard

Separation plants split 
hydrocarbons into products like 
natural gas. Refineries convert 
crude oil into gasoline, diesel, 
jet fuel, and other hydrocarbon 
products.Midstream

Drones inspect
pipelines

Crude oil or compressed hydrocarbons are pumped through miles of pipeline.

DownstreamMore than half of our energy supply
comes from oil and gas production.

Crude oil is hauled overland in tanker trucks 
and shipped across oceans.
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These complex systems produce more than half of our energy according to 

Our World Data,1 and many active situations around the globe have the potential 

to protect or threaten these resources. Every machine on or off the network is 

vulnerable – made even more so when there is access to the internet.

In addition to compromising networks through the tampering of their oversight 

and monitoring systems such as SCADA, hackers are eager to find ways to escalate 

and maximize disruption. They accomplish this by altering the operations of mission- 

and safety-critical equipment which include valves, pumps, hydraulic and pneumatic 

control systems, safety instrumented systems (SIS), emergency stop systems, and 

fire detection equipment. They can even hijack pipeline inspection drones.

Cyber-criminals also target satellite links, optic or copper cables, wi-fi, and even 

private cellular services. If your control commands are sent without encryption, 

then you are essentially broadcasting them. An attacker can copy them and craft 

malicious instructions. Bad actors can then inject commands into your system, 

causing your equipment to misbehave. They can also affect sensor data or create 

lasting changes to equipment parameters in order to create unsafe conditions or 

bring production to a standstill. Oil and gas systems have built-in mechanical safety 

measures to prevent hazardous actions. Are they sufficient? If they’re not, how will 

you find out?

1 Ritchie, Hannah, Max Roser, and Pablo Rosado. “Energy Mix,” Ourworldindata.org, Nov. 28, 2020, accessed July 12, 2022. 

These complex systems produce more than half of our energy according to 

Our World Data1, and many active situations around the globe have the potential 

to protect or threaten these resources. Every machine on or off the network is 

vulnerable – made even more so when there is access to the internet.

In addition to compromising networks through the tampering of their oversight 

and monitoring systems such as SCADA, hackers are eager to find ways to escalate 

and maximize disruption. They accomplish this by altering the operations of mission- 

and safety-critical equipment which include valves, pumps, hydraulic and pneumatic 

control systems, safety instrumented systems (SIS), emergency stop systems, and 

fire detection equipment. They can even hijack pipeline inspection drones.

As an example, let’s look at one common asset to oil and gas operations 

– the pumpjack. The pumpjack is a sensor that communicates information 

to the SCADA about levels or thresholds. Based on this information, the 

SCADA system might give a warning, “We need to shut it down,” before 

damage can be done. An attacker can take down the SCADA system fairly 

easily using IT-like attack methods, since it’s similar to computers. Even 

when the SCADA is recovered, however, the asset owner will not be 

able to ascertain that all the pumpjacks are also intact and haven’t been 

tampered with unless they check each pumpjack and valve themselves, 

since the SCADA system that is supposed to tell them this information 

had been compromised. As you can imagine, if a pumpjack or valve is 

attacked successfully, it can explode which could cause catastrophic 

damage such as an oil spill. Due to the seriousness of this risk, a risk 

which the Colonial Pipeline attack made alarmingly clear, the TSA 

released new regulations for pipeline safety and cybersecurity. Even 

President Biden issued U.S. Executive Order 14208 to address supply 

chain attacks and beef up protection of critical infrastructure.
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News of this ransom payday, along with increasing business competition and a 

hostile political climate, fuel copycat attacks. Cyber-criminals already have the tools 

and they have been practicing long before DarkSide’s attack. In 2012, 2016, and 

2018, Shamoon malware was used to attack oil and gas companies in the UAE. In 

fact, the attackers at Colonial Pipeline may have copied the 2012 attack on Saudi 

Aramco. Cutting Sword of Justice hackers attacked Saudi Aramco’s network through 

The Shamoon Shutdown

2 “Colonial Pipeline Ransomware Attack,” Wikipedia.org, June 8, 2022, accessed July 12, 2022. 

In May 2021, the Colonial Pipeline went over to the DarkSide. Cyberattackers 

called “DarkSide” encrypted the pipeline’s data and demanded 75 bitcoins (USD $5 

million) as ransom. The attackers’ primary target was the US billing system, but this 

attack quickly fast-forwarded to the president of the United States declaring a state 

of emergency.

The attack began when cyber-criminals used a legitimate VPN account credential 

that had been leaked on the internet. They were then able to connect to the Colonial 

Pipeline system – in other words, the attack began with attackers infiltrating the 

company intranet. Once they were inside, technicians were unable to determine if 

the OT side of the enterprise (the SCADA, for example) had also been affected, and 

so they made the drastic decision to immediately shut down the pipeline to stop a 

potential catastrophe.

The Colonial Pipeline starts in Houston, Texas and supplies gasoline and jet fuel 

to the Eastern America. When the attack hit, oil pumping systems continued to 

work, but the company could not bill customers. Because the attackers stole data, 

company leaders feared that they could carry out further attacks and thus decided 

to pay the ransom (note: TXOne’s specialists recommend against paying ransoms). 

The attackers provided de-encryption tools and the data was restored; but it took a 

long time to get the pipeline systems back up. Jet fuel shortages caused airlines to 

re-route or cancel flights, while panic buying caused overwhelmed gasoline stations 

to shut down. In fact, 87% of gasoline stations in Washington, D.C. ran out of fuel. 

During the ongoing state of emergency, the Department of State announced a 

$10 million USD reward for information that could lead to the arrest of DarkSide 

members.2

Case Study – Colonial Pipeline
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a phishing email. The attack easily wiped out more than 30,000 computers, largely 

because the network was flat. A flat network has no defense in depth. Just one 

security hole allowed the virus to spread to all the computers in the network, where 

it erased data and destroyed their ability to reboot. While industrial systems were 

not directly attacked, oil production stopped because the internet was down and 

there was no way to monitor the equipment. In 2016 and 2018, new versions of the 

Shamoon malware setoff other attacks in the Middle East.3

3 “Shamoon: Destructive Threat Re-Emerges with New Sting in its Tail,” Symantec-enterprise-blogs.security.com, 2022, accessed July 12, 2022.
4 “Stuxnet Hit 4 Oil Companies - Isssource,” Issource.com, 2022, accessed July 12, 2022.
5 “Treasury Sanctions Russian Government Research Institution Connected To The Triton Malware,” US Department Of The Treasury, Oct. 23, 

2020, accessed July 12, 2022. 

Production was halted in both the Colonial Pipeline and Saudi Aramco attacks 

because office systems failed. New attacks aim to jump from the office systems 

to the oil and gas production systems. Consider the famous Stuxnet malware that 

targeted Siemens control software. It caused centrifuges to spin out of control. 

Stuxnet malware was intended as a one-time attack against Iranian nuclear facilities, 

but it spread to oil companies including Baker Hughes, ConocoPhillips, Marathon, 

and Chevron. This virus was built as a two-stage weapon to be deployed then 

triggered. During stage one, deployment, it performs surveillance of the target 

and sends data back to the attacker. During stage two, it releases destructive apps 

called “exploits” that are designed to damage your equipment. In a worst-case 

scenario, Stuxnet could hijack a valve on an offshore oil rig and start a fire. If proper 

cybersecurity policies and procedures were not in place, then company executives 

and shareholders may be held liable, according to a statement by San Diego 

attorney, Blair Nicholas.4  

While Stuxnet was repurposed, Triton malware was built to attack oil and gas 

production systems by taking control or shutting down Triconex SIS controllers. 

These controllers are used for immediate shutdown in case of an emergency. In 

2017, Triton was deployed through a phishing email targeting a petrochemical 

facility in Saudi Arabia. Once inside the network, hackers used this malware to 

tunnel from the email system through the network to gain access to ICS controllers. 

The facility automatically shut down after several of the ICS controllers entered a 

fail safe state. This stopped the full attack. Investigators found the Triton malware 

and reported that it was designed to give attackers complete control of the infected 

systems.5  

Threats Tunnel from the Office 
into Operations
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Hackers known as APT33 are one of many ongoing cyber-crime organizations. 

They rely on spear-phishing campaigns to infiltrate oil and gas companies and 

other organizations along the oil and gas supply chain. Their unique spear-phishing 

campaign sends cleverly disguised emails with job offers. They monitor LinkedIn, 

online job boards, and company websites to gather job descriptions that are 

used to craft convincingly realistic job offers. Then, they send them to oil and gas 

professionals. For about two years, they secretly hijacked the private website of 

a politician who had a seat in the defense committee of a European country. This 

politician inadvertently sent these spear-phishing emails to companies operating 

oil tankers, IT companies specializing in oil industry systems, a publisher of an oil 

and gas online magazine, and several manufacturers of valves and other industrial 

equipment. Imagine getting an email from a prominent politician offering you a 

great new job. You might be highly tempted to click that link. Now, think about the 

moment that you realize you just downloaded malware so that APT33 members 

could spy on your company. Consider how many of these companies may be under 

surveillance and vulnerable to attack.

The fact of the matter is that a lot of OT collateral damage happens when IT 

systems fail. Cyber attacks often hit the IT side of an operation, for example 

recordkeeping or financial systems, and bring that down – if the OT systems are not 

prepared, they can also be disrupted or otherwise compromised. In these conditions, 

decision makers have limited or no awareness of whether or not the OT side was 

compromised. In this kind of situation, they will default to shutting down the entire 

operation. This is one likely explanation for the way the Colonial Pipeline incident 

unfolded. The most frightening part of this situation is the mystery of whether or 

not mission-critical systems – potentially catastrophic if disrupted or controlled by 

adversaries – have been taken over or affected. Even when you bring back the IT 

system, the OT system could immediately trigger a cascading series of disasters 

within the distributed operational network. It’s our expectation that we’ll see bad 

actors successfully carrying out this strategy and attack pattern within the next few 

years.

APT33, for example, uses sophisticated command-and-control servers. These C&C 

servers can send commands to infected systems and receive stolen data from target 

networks. Cybersecurity researchers discovered that communications between an 

oil company with computer servers in the U.K. and servers in India also had a secret 

APT33 command-and-control server in their communication loop. Oil companies in 

The Business of Oil and Gas 
Cyber-crime
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Europe are being spied on too. These C&C servers often hide in plain sight on cloud-

based services, such as webmail and file-sharing. This allows their network traffic to 

blend in with normal traffic and avoid detection. Commercial and private VPNs are 

also being used for reconnaissance so stolen data can tunnel through the internet 

to the hackers undetected. Researchers witnessed APT33 hackers using IP addresses 

to map the networks of an oil exploration company in the Middle East and an oil 

company in the USA. 

So far, attacks on oil and gas systems have not led to total disruption of the 

world oil and gas supply, and attackers have not yet been witnessed carrying out 

the kind of large-scale cascading cyber incident that has been seen affecting other 

industries (such as the Kaseya ransomware attack of 2021 or the SolarWinds attack 

of December 2020). These incidents have shown the importance of protecting 

operational technology (OT) from cyber threats that can fester on the IT side to 

emerge and place the entire enterprise at the mercy of bad actors. Adversaries may 

inject dangerous applications across the link from IT to OT that could endanger 

resources, personnel, or property if the system is not safeguarded in advance.
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OT Zero Trust can revolutionize the trustworthiness of equipment. Circumstances 

can change quickly over the course of oil production. A piece of equipment that 

may have been malware-free moments ago can suddenly be infected. The IT notion 

of “never trust, always verify” would slow down production if each machine had 

to undergo security checks every single time it performed a task, but with OT Zero 

Trust, your machines only receive control commands that are allow listed because 

these are the only messages that the OT Firewall will allow, streamlining security 

checks without disrupting operations. 

OT Zero Trust also brings defense-in-depth. Network traffic is constantly 

monitored for malicious code by OT IPSes. Endpoint protection reinforces 

cybersecurity boosters to stop attacks before they start. Old, irreplaceable heirloom 

devices or air-gapped equipment are inspected with portable security devices. You 

can survey all these security controls and settings using OT Defense Console. As 

cyber-events unfold, you get real-time alerts about any breaches. This birds-eye view 

also shines a light on shadow OT, rogue equipment installed by your workers, that 

can jeopardize your security. 

For centralization and streamlining of management for large scale deployments, 

OT Defense Console remotely manages large-scale deployments of TXOne’s Edge 

series of IPSes and OT firewalls. Administrators have the ability to edit the OT 

protocol allow lists so key production machines can work together safely, and they 

can also deploy virtual patching on otherwise unsecurable assets to protect against 

known malware, stopping most attacks before they start. Edge series IPSes and 

firewalls also enable deep analysis of L3-L7 networks by zone or node group, and 

provide robust and flexible reporting from log files while also keeping track of 

data needed for cybersecurity policy enforcement, protocol filters, network zones, 

systems, audits, and asset detection.

OT Zero Trust – Rock Solid Oil and Gas 
Cybersecurity
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With more than half our energy reserve coming from oil and gas production, 

the world’s oil and gas supply chain faces unprecedented levels of threat. 

Cyber-criminals are getting smarter. Their ransom paydays are getting bigger. 

Leaders around the world are asking for cyber-defense systems bold enough to 

tackle advanced persistent threats. OT Zero Trust is the bedrock of oil and gas 

cybersecurity via the four cornerstones: inspect, lockdown, segment, and reinforce.

Conclusion

Inspect before deployment,
wipe malware, and take
stock of onboard software.
Auto-generate allowlists
for trustworthy control
commands. 

Segment the network to secure
the perimeter and create safety
enclaves and microsegments.Reinforce

Cyber-protections in
production. Use virtual
patches to zap zero-day
threats.

Lockdown communications with trust lists that adapt to any situation.

OT Zero Trust for 
Oil and Gas

Never trust. Always verify.
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